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Santa Anita

Fit and Ready Horses in Today:
Race
4
5
8
9

1st

List

Horse

SOUL CITY SLEW
CARDINAL ZIN
BELMONT CAT (NZ)
JIMMY TWO TIMES

Race

1 1/16 Miles

ISABELLA MONIQUE

List Date

SA 10

3/4/2009

SA 9

2/25/2009

SA 11

3/11/2009

SA 4

1/21/2009

SA 03/16/09 C+ FT 116.4 H

ISABELLA MONIQUE began this 6f drill in extra slow
fashion; opening 1/8 a dawdling 13.3; ISABELLA
continued in that slow mode for the first 5/8 in 104.0; then
the boy lightly niggled at ISABELLA prior to the
conclusion for a final time of 116.4; just an okay move at
best for ISABELLA.
E BEE GIRL

SA 03/15/09 B- FT

50.1 H

E BEE GIRL left the marker with the rider sitting
completely chilly; no pressure in the early stages; then he
lightly asked E BEE on the neck from mid stretch to the
wire to conclude this move in 50.0 while traveling the
final 1/4 in a slowing 25.1; just a fair move at best for E
BEE.
Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

E BEE GIRL

SA 02/06/09 B- FT 114.1 H

EBEE GIRL (B-) began this 6 furlong drill in hand then
the rider tapped her several times on the shoulder with the
whip while traveling through the stretch as EBEE’
noticeably slowed when coming to the wire, final time
114.1 while traveling the final ½ mile in 49.3, just a fair
move for EBEE’ this morning.
SA 01/11/09 C+ FT

51.3 H

E BEE eased away from the pole this morning through an
opening 1/8 of 12.4; then the boy never set her down as
she continued to go slowly right to the end; final time
51.1; just an okay move for E BEE as she was never doing
much.
SA 12/26/08 B

SA 02/26/09 B

RED NECK GAL

Dirt

FT

35.1 H

E BEE GIRL left the pole with the rider sitting still; then
she never asked her for any run when traveling through
the stretch as she concluded her move in a sharp 35.1; a
good 3/8 for E BEE.

FT 102.1 H

This cheap miss was not asked at point in her 5/8 of a mile
drill today; concluding the move in 101.2 while traveling
the final 1/2 in 48.2; a bit quicker than what was officially
given and still extending herself well at the end; a decent
move for RED NECK as she should be tough with bottom
level claiming sorts.
BLUSHING BEAR CAT

SA 03/12/09 B

FT

49.2 H

This cheap sort seems to be holding her form well of late
as the rider sat still throughout the drill; final time 49.1;
BEAR CAT picked it up through a final 1/4 of 24.3; a nice
move for BEAR CAT as she should be tough once again
with bottom level claiming sorts.

2nd Race

6 Furlongs

Dirt

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

HIGH NOTE

SA 02/03/09 C+ FT 104.0 H

CASPIAN (C+) working with HIGH NOTE (C+). This
team recorded a slow 5/8 of a mile together as CASPIAN
showed the way in the early stages two lengths in front of
his stablemate through an opening 3/8 of 38.3 and then he
remained two lengths clear right to the end of the drill
while being set to a strong hand ride, his final time a
lethargic 104.1, just an okay move. HIGH NOTE was
also set to a strong hand ride by his rider to conclude the
move in the same final time of 104.1, just okay as well on
his part as neither one really impressed this morning.
CHALULA ONE

SA 03/15/09 B+ FT

59.2 H

CHALULA ONE was held up by the rider when leaving
the marker this morning as he tracked a couple of other
workers when heading down the backside; then the rider
swung him to mid stretch once inside the 1/4 pole and he
burst by those other workers with virtual ease; his final
time 59.2 while coming the final 1/2 mile in a sharp 47.1;
never being seriously set down and a very good 5/8 as
CHALULA appears to be sitting on a win based on this
drill.
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3rd Race

SA 02/01/09 B- FT 101.2 H

5½ Furlongs Dirt

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

PATRIOTIC SOLDIER

SA 12/28/08 B

FT 100.0 HG

DANA DYNAMO (B), PATRIOTIC SOLDIER (B), and
KRYPTON RANGER (C+) working together - This
threesome traveled 5/8 of a mile from the gate together as
DANA DYNAMO and PATRIOTIC SOLDIER broke
well from their stalls and went quickly early on through an
opening 3/8 of 35.0; they continued to move well through
a 1/2 mile in 47.1; then neither rider set their mount down
as they just galloped along that final 1/8 of a mile; final
time for these two 100.1; a good move on both sides;
anxious to see what they do when they’re set down a bit.
KRYPTON RANGER was slow away from the stalls and
steadily dropped further behind his two work mates;
concluding his move approximately fifteen lengths in back
of DANA DYNAMO and PATRIOTIC SOLDIER for a
final time of 103.1; being lightly asked on the neck to do
so and just okay at best on KRYPTON’s part.
Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

HOL 12/20/08 B

RIBALD

FT

36.3 H

RIBALD was held up by the rider early in this 3/8 of a
mile drill; then the boy stood straight up in the irons
through the final 1/8 of a mile; putting him under no
pressure whatsoever for a final time of 35.4; a nice 3/8 for
RIBALD today.

4th

Race

6½ Furlongs Turf

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

SOUL CITY SLEW

SA 03/02/09 B

FT

47.4 H

SOUL CITY SLEW (B) recorded an extra easy ½ mile
drill today with the rider upright in the irons in the early
stages then putting him under no pressure when traveling
down the lane, his final time 47.4 while coming that final
3/8 in a sharp 35.3, a nice move for ‘CITY SLEW as he
appears to be doing well these days.
SA 02/22/09 B+ FT

48.1 H

SOUL CITY SLEW recorded an extra sharp 1/2 mile drill
today; beginning the move on a long, tight rein as the boy
would not allow him to run in the early stages; then he
came through the stretch and the boy still had a hold on
him; final time 47.4; breezing throughout as he came that
final 1/4 in a sharp 24.1; this was a very good move for
CITY SLEW as he appears set for a smasher in the
afternoon.
Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

CAPT. SPARROW

SA 02/08/09 C+ FT 116.2 H

CAPT. SPARROW recorded a slow 6f this morning;
being kept off the rail in the early stages without being
asked; then just very lightly asked inside the final 1/8 of a
mile by his rider while recording a final time of 116.3;
CAPT. came that final 5/8 in a dawdling 104.1; just an
okay move for CAPT. today as we couldn't make anything
of it.

CAPT. SPARROW (B-) working with CEE’S BIG
BREAK (B-). This team traveled 5/8 of a mile together as
CAPT. SPARROW showed the way in the early stages,
going 1 length in front of his stablemate when heading
down the backside through an opening 8th of 12.2. CEE’S
BIG BREAK moved up alongside CAPT. SPARROW for
the stretch run as both riders strongly hand rode their
mounts into the wire, final time for ‘BIG BREAK 101.1,
final time for CAPT. SPARROW 101.2, just a fair move
for these two as both appeared as if they were doing the
best they could at the end.
Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

MY CITY BY THE BAY

SA 01/22/09 B

FT 101.4 H

Appears to be doing quite well of late, restrained by the
rider in the early stages of the drill and only very lightly
asked on the neck in final stages, final time 102.0, but he
picked it up strongly through that final 1/8 in 12.0, a good
move for MY CITY BY THE BAY as he appears set for
his best in the afternoon.
SA 01/15/09 B+ FT

48.1 H

BAY left the pole under an upright hold from his rider;
then he kept him slightly off the rail when traveling down
the lane as BAY appeared full of run when coming to the
wire; final time 48.0 does him no justice as he traveled
that final 1/8 in a dazzling 11.3; just skipping across the
ground late and a very good move for BAY; definitely
better than it would look on paper.
Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

KRUGER PARK

SA 02/03/09 B- FT 102.2 H

KRUGER PARK (B-). This good workhorse was going
easy in the early stages of his 5/8 of a mile drill and then
lightly asked on the neck from midstretch to the wire by
the rider to conclude the move in 102.1 while traveling the
final half in 49.1, just a fair move for KRUGER’ as we
have seen him do a bit better in the past.
BAD BOY

SA 03/14/09 B

FT

49.4 H

BAD BOY recorded a better drill this week; being
restrained by the rider in the early stages; then going extra
easy when traveling through the stretch; his final time 49.4
but he picked it up through a final 1/8 of 12.0; never being
set down by the rider and a nice 1/2 mile.
SA 03/06/09 B- FT 102.1 H

BAD BOY (B-) left the marker with the rider upright in
the irons through a comfortable opening ¼ of 25.1, then
the rider struggled with BAD BOY a bit through that final
8th of a mile as he appeared to be lugging in prior to the
wire, his final time 102 flat, just a fair move for BAD
BOY as we have seen him do better in the past.
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Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

SA 02/03/09 B

BAD BOY

FT 101.4 H

BAD BOY (B) left the pole with the rider having restraint
on him when heading down the backside then he never
asked him a drop while traveling through the lane as he
concluded his move in 102 flat while coming the final half
in 49.1, a nice move on this dead track for BAD BOY as
he appears to be doing well for his new trainer.
SA 03/15/09 C+ FT 102.1 H

SCAT THIEF

SCAT THIEF eased away from the pole this morning for a
comfortable opening 1/2 of 49.1; then the rider gathered
up his reins and pushed on SCAT quite vigorously through
that final 1/8 of a mile for a final time of 102.0; just an
okay 5/8 as we were hoping for a bit more response than
what he gave.
SA 01/29/09 B- FT 101.1 H

SCAT THIEF (B-) took hold of the bit and moved fast
early on in this 5/8 of a mile drill, opening 8th a sharp 35.4
then he paid for his antics early on as the boy slightly
niggled at SCAT’ as he raised his head and noticeably
slowed coming to the wire, final time 100.3, just a fair
move for SCAT’ as he may need a drop in the afternoon to
perform at his best.

5th

Race

CARDINAL ZIN

6 Furlongs

Dirt
SA 03/05/09 B

FT 101.3 H

CARDINAL ZIN (B) began this 5/8 of a mile drill in extra
easy fashion being kept slightly off the rail when coming
down the backside, then the boy just lightly niggled at
CARDINAL’ through that final 16th of a mile as he
appeared to have more left to give, final time 101.1 while
coming that final ¼ in 24.3, a nice 5/8 for CARDINAL’ as
he appears to be doing well as of late.
SA 02/16/09 B+ FT

47.4 H

CARDINAL ZIN (B+) began this 1/2 mile drill under a
big hold from the rider while kept slightly off the rail
when heading down the backside and then the boy
dropped him over to the rail and slightly niggled at him
and CARDNINAL’ put in a big rush, his final time 47.3
after going off the first ¼ in 24.3 while concluding the
move with a final ¼ in 23 flat, this was a very good move
as he appears set for the winners circle.
YOUNG JOE

SA 03/16/09 B

FT 113.3 H

YOUNG JOE was held up by the rider early in this 6f
drill; then just very lightly niggled at in the final stages of
the move as he concluded his drill in 113.1 while traveling
the final 1/2 in 48.3 and reaching out as if he had more left
to give; a nice move for JOE today.

SA 03/09/09 B

FT

48.2 H

YOUNG JOE began this 1/2 mile drill under a big hold
from the rider as he was not allowed to run in the early
stages of this move; then the boy stood upright in the irons
through that final 1/8 of a mile to conclude this drill in
48.4 while traveling the final 3/8 in 36.1; a decent move
for JOE; he always looked as if he had more left to give.
Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

TOPPER SHOPPER

SA 02/21/09 B

FT 101.1 H

TOPPER SHOPPER (B) was going extra easy early on in
this 5/8 of a mile drill, his opening 3/8 in 37.4, then the
rider just lightly coaxed him along through the last 1/16 of
a mile as he concluded his move in 102.2, reaching out
well at the end, and a good move, as TOPPER continues
to do well in the A.M.
SA 02/12/09 B

FT 101.2 H

TOPPER SHOPPER was held up by the rider when
leaving the pole this morning; then the boy opened up the
reins and just lightly niggled at him from mid stretch to
the wire as TOPPER had more left to give; final time
100.2 while traveling the final 1/2 in a decent 48.0; a nice
move for TOPPER as he continues to do well in the AM.
SA 02/01/09 B

FT 101.0 H

TOPPER SHOPPER (B) traveled 5/8 of a mile in the early
morning hour, not being asked at all when heading down
the backside and only being lightly asked prior to coming
to the wire, his final time 101.1, coming the final ¼ in a
sharp 24.2, a nice move for TOPPER’ as he appears to be
doing well of late.

6th

Race

1 Mile

RECESS

Turf
SA 03/15/09 B- FT

48.1 H

RECESS (B-) working with SPARK OF LOVE (B-) This duo tied into each other when leaving the pole as
both horses appeared to be moving quickly in the early
stages; then both riders got inside the 1/4 pole and
strongly hand rode their mounts through the stretch run as
they caught more company when coming to the wire; final
time for these two 48.2 while coming the final 3/8 in 36.2;
just a fair move for this team as they both appeared to be
doing the best they could at the end.
SHES A REAL KEEPER

SA 03/01/09 B

FT 102.1 H

SHES A REAL KEEPER (B) was going extra easy early
on in this 5/8 of a mile drill, then the boy just very lightly
asked her on the neck and she picked it up well at the end,
final time 102 flat while coming that final 1/8 in a sharp
12 flat, still reaching out strongly when coming to the wire
and a decent 5/8.
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Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

TRIPPED THE LIGHT

SA 02/23/09 B

FT

49.0 H

TRIPPED THE LIGHT was not asked at all by the rider
early in this 1/2 mile drill as he recorded a comfortable
opening 1/8 of 12.1; then the rider just lightly coaxed him
along from mid stretch to the wire to conclude the move in
48;3; appearing to have more left to give at the end and a
decent 1/2 as all he may need is to be properly spotted in
the afternoon for a big performance.
SA 01/25/09 B+ FT

48.4 H

TRIPPED THE LIGHT (B+) began this ½ mile drill under
a big hold then the boy got to the 1/8 pole and opened up
the reins and TRIP THE LIGHT put in a big burst, final
time 49 flat but that does him no justice as he came that
final 8th in a dazzling 11.4 getting stronger the further he
went, and a very nice move for TRIPPED’ as he appears
to be sitting on a big one these days.
BIRDIE BIRDIE

SA 02/25/09 B

FT

47.4 H

BIRDIE BIRDIE began this 1/2 mile drill on a tight rein;
then he was kept slightly off the rail through the stretch
without ever being set down for a final time of 47.3;
BIRDIE came that final 3/8 in 35.3; striding out strongly
at the end and a nice drill for BIRDIE; one we'll definitely
continue to follow.
Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

TASTE'S SIS

SA 02/23/09 B

SA 03/06/09 B- FT

49.3 H

VICTORIA REEL (B-) left the pole with the rider sitting
chilly then he gathered up the reins and he handrode
‘VICTORIA’ from inside the ¼ pole to the wire, her final
time 49.3 while coming that 3/8 in 37.2, just a fair ½ for
‘VICTORIA’ as it did appear to be the best she could do.
SA 02/21/09 B- FT

47.1 HG

VICTORIA REEL (B-) traveled a half mile from the gate
this morning, being asked by the rider in the early stages
of the move, then just lightly coaxed along in the final
stages, his final time 48.1 while coming the final quarter in
24.2, just a fair half for VICTORIA as it was difficult to
make a lot of it.

FT 100.3 H

SA 01/11/09 C+ FT

53.4 H

VICTORIA REEL began this 1/2 mile drill quite slowly;
then nothing ever changed as she also finished the drill
quite slowly; final time a very lethargic 53.1 while coming
that final 3/8 in a dawdling 39.2; just an okay move at best
for VICTORIA.

7th

Race

BELATED BID

6 Furlongs

Dirt
SA 03/18/09 B

FT

47.2 H

BELATED BID (B) working with MOTHER RUTH (B) - This duo stayed locked together for a 1/2 mile drill as
both riders had upright holds on their mounts when
leaving the pole; then BELATED BID went in hand in the
final stages of his drill; looking slightly best when coming
to the wire for a final time of 47.3; BID came the final 3/8
in a sharp 35.4; a nice move for BID. MOTHER RUTH
was lightly asked on the neck to stay even with her stable
mate for the same final time of 47.3 and the same final 3/8
of 35.4 but just fair on MOTHER RUTH's part.
HOL 12/14/08 C+ FT

FT 113.4 H

This good work horse recorded a strong 3/4 of a mile this
morning; beginning the drill on a long, tight rein while
kept slightly off the rail down the backside; then just very
lightly niggled at by the rider prior to coming to the wire
for a final time of 113.1; TASTE'S SIS came the final 5/8
in 100.3; still extending himself well at the end and a good
6f as all he needs is to be properly spotted in the afternoon
for a big performance.
VICTORIA REEL (GB)

SA 01/18/09 B

VICTORIA REEL (B) broke off close to another worker
when leaving the pole this morning as she traveled her
first half mile in 48.1 then she was set to a hand ride
always proving best over that other worker for a final time
of 100.3, a decent move for ‘REEL today.

39.0 H

BELATED BID (C+) working with INTERLACHEN
(C+) - This team left the pole quite slowly; then neither
rider asked their mount for any run when traveling through
the lane as they continued in that slow mode; final time
39.1 on both parts; just an okay drill for these two as we’ll
need to see more of them in the future.
MOTHER RUTH

SA 03/18/09 B- FT

47.2 H

BELATED BID (B) working with MOTHER RUTH (B) - This duo stayed locked together for a 1/2 mile drill as
both riders had upright holds on their mounts when
leaving the pole; then BELATED BID went in hand in the
final stages of his drill; looking slightly best when coming
to the wire for a final time of 47.3; BID came the final 3/8
in a sharp 35.4; a nice move for BID. MOTHER RUTH
was lightly asked on the neck to stay even with her stable
mate for the same final time of 47.3 and the same final 3/8
of 35.4 but just fair on MOTHER RUTH's part.
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MOTHER RUTH

SA 02/20/09 B- FT

59.2 HG

MOTHER RUTH (B-) working with WILD HEART (B).
This team traveled 5/8 of a mile from the gate this
morning as both horses broke sharply from their stalls
pulling at the riders in the early stages as they went head
and head through an opening ½ of 47.4, then WILD
HEART proved best at the end of the drill as his rider
asked him lightly on the neck and he drew 2 lengths clear
to record a final time of 100.2, a good move on WILD’s
part. MOTHER RUTH was handridden through that final
1/8 of a mile as she was clearly second best for a final time
of 100.4, just fair on MOTHER RUTH’s part as both
horses did go a bit slower than what was officially given.
SA 02/11/09 B- FT 100.4 HG

EVELYN (B), MOTHER RUTH (B-), and WILD
HEART (B-) working together - This trio came from the
gate together as they broke alongside a fourth unknown
worker; EVELYN being lightly asked by her rider in the
early stages as she led the way when heading down the
backside; then EVELYN proceeded to be the best of this
group; ending up two lengths clear at the end while
receiving just a few taps on the shoulder for a final time of
100.4; EVELYN traveled the final 1/2 in 48.1; a decent
move. MOTHER RUTH and WILD HEART remained
together throughout their drill as neither one showed any
speed from the stalls and both were lightly asked on the
neck at the end; always behind EVELYN for a final time
of 101.1; just fair on MOTHER RUTH and WILD
HEART's parts as we really couldn't make much of their
drills.

SA 01/26/09 B- FT

36.4 H

DON’T TRUMP ME (B-) working with INDOMITABLE
(B-). This duo traveled 3/8 of a mile together as both
riders were upright in their irons letting their mounts go
easily in the early stages then both riders sat down and just
lightly tapped their mounts on the shoulders prior to
coming to the wire for a final time of 37 flat, just a fair
move for these two as we really couldn’t make much of
either side today.
MICHELLE MARIE

SA 03/09/09 B- FT

50.4 H

MICHELLE MARIE began this 1/2 mile drill quite slowly
through a dawdling opening 1/4 of 25.2; then the rider just
loosened up the reins on MICHELLE through the stretch;
never asking her for any real run for a final time of 51.0;
just a fair 1/2 mile as MARIE was never doing anything
today.
SA 03/01/09 B- FT

50.2 H

MICHELLE MARIE (B-) was slow to begin this 1/2 mile
drill, then just lightly coaxed along through the stretch to
finish her move in 50 flat while coming the final 3/8 in
36.4, just a fair drill for MICHELLE as she was never
doing much today.
Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

MICHELLE MARIE

SA 02/11/09 B

FT

35.2 H

35.1 H

MICHELLE MARIE traveled a sharp 3/8 of a mile this
morning; tugging at the rider in the early stages; then the
boy loosened up the reins and just very lightly niggled at
her prior to coming to the wire to conclude the move in
35.2; a decent move for MICHELLE as there was no way
to knock it.

BRAHMZEE (B) working with MOTHER RUTH (B) This team left the pole together as both riders had their
mounts under restraint early on; then both riders loosened
up the reins and hand rode their mounts through that final
1/16 of a mile to conclude the move in 35.2; a nice drill
for these two as we’re anxious to see more of them in the
future.

MICHELLE MARIE (C+) traveled 5/8 of a mile solo this
morning, not quick at all in the early stages as the boy sat
still in easy opening ½ of 49.3 then he lightly niggled at
MICHELLE’ through the final 1/8 of a mile. She
concluded her move in 102. 3, never really picking it up
and just an okay 5/8.

SA 12/01/08 B

FT

SA 02/04/09 C+ FT 102.1 HG

SA 01/17/09 C+ FT 102.0 H
INDOMITABLE

SA 03/15/09 B

FT 113.2 HG

INDOMITABLE traveled a lengthy 6f from the gate this
morning with what appeared to be Tyler Baze in the irons;
he broke sharply from the stalls alongside another worker
as Tyler had a big hold on him when heading down the
backside through an opening 5/8 of 100.3; then Tyler just
loosened up the reins at the end of the drill; his final time
113.1; never asking INDOMITABLE for any real run as
this was a nice move; definitely one to keep an eye on.

MICHELLE MARIE began this 5/8 of a mile drill quite
slowly as the boy sat still on a loose rein when heading
down the backside; then he gathered up those reins and
pushed on MICHELLE's neck through the entire stretch
run as she concluded her move in 101.4; MICHELLE
came that final 1/2 in 48.3; just an okay move for
MICHELLE as we expected a bit more response than what
she gave.
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SA 03/07/09 B

IRISH GYPSY

FT 100.1 HG

ARREDONDO (C+) working with IRISH GYPSY (B)
and UNDERGROUND (B). These three Bob Baffert
trainees traveled 5/8 of a mile from the gate together as all
horses showed decent speed from their stalls, staying close
to one another through a quick opening 1/2 of 46.2, then
IRISH GYPSY and UNDERGROUND drew clear from
their stablemate without seriously being set down as they
finished their move in a sharp 59.4, a nice move for those
two as they both appear to be on the upswing.
ARREDONDO was set to a strong handride as he was
obviously third best of the group for a final time of 100.4,
quite a bit disappointing at the end and just okay on
ARREDONDO’s part.
SA 01/31/09 B

FT

Race

1 ⅛ Miles

Turf

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

BEL AIR SIZZLE

SA 03/06/09 B

FT 103.1 H

BEL AIR SIZZLE (B) broke off just behind another
worker while under big restraint when leaving the pole,
then he easily got even with the other worker through the
stretch run to conclude the move in 101.4 while coming
that final 1/2 in 48.3, never being set down and a good 5/8
for SIZZLE while slightly quicker than what was
officially given.
EISSOAI (BRZ)

SA 02/20/09 B- FT 100.1 H

EISSOAI (B-) left the pole with the rider sitting
completely chilly, then the boy appeared to struggle with
him a bit in midstretch as he was lugging in quite badly in
the final stages, final time 100.3 while traveling the final
½ in 48.3, just a fair drill for EISSOAI today as he needs
to run a straight course.
Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

EISSOAI (BRZ)

SA 12/03/08 B

FT

48.3 H

EISSOAI has a history of being a bit of a head case
morning and afternoon but he went easily throughout his
1/2 mile drill today; his opening 1/4 24.1; his final time
48.4; appearing to have a lot left at the end and a nice 1/2
this morning as there was no way to knock it.

FT 127.4 H

EXQUISITE (B) recorded a strong 7/8 of a mile this
morning as the rider sat still early then continued on in
that sit-still mode right to the end, his final time 127.3
while coming the final six furlongs in 114.4, reaching out
strongly at the end and a good move for EXQUISITE as
he looked as if he had a lot left.
SA 03/06/09 B

VISIT (GB)

FT 100.2 H

VISIT (B) began this 5/8 of a mile drill on a long tight rein
as he traveled his first 8th in a comfortable 12.1. He
continued on with an easy opening ¼ of 24.1 then the boy
never asked him through the stretch run as he concluded
his move in 100.3, striding out well at the end and a nice
move for VISIT.

48.1 H

IRISH GYPSY (B) working with SPUN SILVER (B).
This team traveled a ½ mile together as both riders sat still
in the early stages then they remained in that sit still mode
right to the end, final time 48.1 for these two as they
traveled the final 3/8 together in 36 flat, both appearing to
have a lot left to give at the end and a nice drill for this
duo.

8th

SA 02/21/09 B

EXQUISITE (NZ)

SA 02/28/09 B- FT

51.3 H

VISIT was slow away from the pole this morning while
kept well off the rail; his opening 1/8 12.4; then the rider
just tapped him one time on the shoulder in mid stretch as
VISIT continued in that slow mode; final time 51.2; just a
fair 1/2 as it is difficult to make much of this type of drill.
BELMONT CAT (NZ)

SA 03/04/09 A- FT

58.4 H

BELMONT CAT (A-) continues to do very well in the
A.M. of late, as she took hold of the bit and dragged the
rider in the early stages through a quick opening 3/8 of
34.3 and the rider never asked her for any run when she
traveled through the stretch as she concluded her move in
a sharp 58.4. This was an excellent 5/8 for BELMONT as
she appears to be sitting on a smasher these days.
SA 02/26/09 B+ FT

59.3 H

BELMONT CAT began this 5/8 of a mile drill under an
upright hold as he traveled his first 1/4 mile in a sharp
23.2; then the boy sat down and lightly niggled at
BELMONT and she had plenty more left to give; her final
time 59.1; this was a very nice move for BELMONT CAT
today as she appears set for her best effort in the afternoon.
SA 01/19/09 B

FT

47.1 H

This classy miss began her drill under an upright hold as
she traveled her first eighth in 12 flat without being
allowed to run then the boy never got serious with her
through the lane as she reached out strongly through the
wire, a final time of 47.2, a very nice move.

9th

Race

6 Furlongs

Dirt

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

HESITATE

HOL 12/14/08 B- FT 114.2 H

HESITATE was not asked at all early on in this 6f drill;
then the boy pushed on HESITATE’s neck through that
final 1/8 of a mile and he noticeably showed; his final time
113.4 while coming the final 5/8 in 100.4; just a fair move
for HESITATE as we were a bit disappointed with his
finish.
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Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

JIMMY TWO TIMES

SA 02/28/09 B

FT 100.1 H

JIMMY TWO TIMES left the pole going quite easily as
he went his opening 1/4 in a comfortable 24.4; then the
rider just loosened up the reins on his once inside the 1/4
pole; letting him finish all on his own; final time for
JIMMY 100.1; striding out well at the end and a nice
move for JIMMY as he appears to be doing well these
days.
SA 02/05/09 B

FT

SA 02/28/09 C+ FT 102.0 H

JOSHOMO (C+) working with KING FARHA (C+) These two traveled 5/8 of a mile together as both riders sat
chilly in the early stages; going through a sharp opening
1/4 of 24.1; then both horses got passed by another worker
when traveling down the stretch as their riders strongly
hand rode them through the final 1/8 of a mile; final time
for these two 101.4; just an okay move for these two as
both horses appeared to be doing the best they could.

49.2 H

JIMMY TWO TIMES (B) left the pole with the rider
sitting completely still then the boy lightly asked Jimmy in
midstretch and he picked it up nicely his final time 49.1
but he traveled that final 1/8 in a sharp 12 flat, a nice move
for Jimmy as he definitely did better late than early.
SA 01/30/09 B

FT 114.4 H

JIMMY TWO TIMES (B) left the pole going quite easily
as he caught some company heading down the backside
then JIMMY’ got inside the ¼ pole and his rider hand
rode him the length of the stretch, drawing clear of that
other worker to record a final time of 113.2. Jimmy came
the final ½ in 48.2, a nice move today and the time a bit
faster than officially given.
SA 01/17/09 B+ FT 100.0 H

ANGEL BEFORE US (B-) working with JIMMY TWO
TIMES (B+) - This team traveled 5/8 of a mile together as
both riders had big holds on their mounts when leaving the
pole; JIMMY TWO TIMES content to track his stable
mate; about five lengths behind in the early stages; then
JIMMY was let loose by his rider and he immediately
moved right up alongside ANGEL BEFORE US at mid
stretch; then the rider lightly niggled at him and he drew
one length clear when coming to the wire; JIMMY's final
time a sharp 59.2 while traveling the final 1/4 in a good
24.2; a very nice move for JIMMY as he appears to have
talent. ANGEL BEFORE US was strongly hand ridden by
his rider for a final time of 100.3; obviously second best
today and just fair on ANGEL's part.
KING FARHA

SA 03/15/09 B

FT 115.0 H

KING FARHA traveled a lengthy 6f this morning;
breaking off at the pole close to two other workers through
an easy opening 3/8 of 37.1; then he proved best over
those other workers when set to a hand ride through the
lane; his final time 114.4; a decent move for FARHA as
there was no way to really knock it.
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